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1. Introduction 
The classic algorithms for string matching ( see for example [KMPi6] and 
[BMiiJ ) provide linear time solutions for the following problem: Given a text 
string text = t[O, n - IJ and a pattern string pattern = prO. m - 1], 0 ~ m ~ n - 1, 
find all Occurrences of the pattern in the text, i.e. all positions i, 0 ~ i ~ n _ m 
in text such that t[i, i + m - IJ = prO, m - IJ. However in many applications, 
such as molecular biology, text editing and speech recognition. it is desirable to find 
substrings of the text that are at most k units apart from the pattern according to a 
given distance d and for a given integer k ~ m. We refer to the following problem as 
approximate .string matching: Given strings text, pattern, an integer k ~ m and 
a distance d, find all substrings Xl,X2, ... ,X. of text such that d(xi,pattern) ~ k, 
for 1 ~ i ~ .s. 
In this paper we will consider two distances: Hamming distance and Leven-
shtein distance. 
The Hamming di.stance between two strings x and y of equal length is defined 
as the number of positions with mismatching characters in the two strings. We refer 
to approximate .string matching as Jtring matching with k mi"matcheJ whenever 
d is the Hamming distance. 
The Levenshtein distance [LE66], or edit di.stance, between strings x and y, 
not necessarily of the same length, is defined as the minimal number of differences 
between the two strings, a difference being one of the following: 
1. A character of the pattern corresponds to a different character of the text. 
2. A character of the pattern corresponds to no character in the text. 
3. A character of the text corresponds to no character in the pattern. 
We refer to approximate "tring matching as Jtring matching with k difference" 
whenever d is the Levenshtein distance. 
We recall that the edit distance between the pattern and the text can be effi-
ciently computed by meant of several algorithms (see for instance [FW74, MP80, 
UKK83J). Here we are dealing with a. more general problem because we want to 
locate all subetringa of the text that are at edit distance of at most k from the 
pattern. Indeed, it is easily seen that string matching with k differences reduces to 
this latter problem since a difference of type (1), i.e. P{i]i: tuJ, can be thought of as 
a substitution of a character (P{iJ) of the pattern with a character of the text (tuD. 
Similarly, a difference of type (2) can be thought of as a deletion of a character 
from the pattern and a difference of type (3) can be thought of as an insertion of a 
character in the pattern. 
In recent years, several efficient parallel and serial algorithms have been de-
vised for approximate string matching. Algorithms for the Ie mismatches problem 
are reported in [LV85a, LV85b, GG86a,GG86b ,184], whereas algorithms for the 
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k differences problem are reported in [ BLLP87,LV85a. LV86. MY86. l;KK85, ]. 
Although all the quoted algorithms differ considerably from algorithms for string 
matching. for the edit distance problem [FW74. UKK83] and for the longest common 
subsequence [HI75, HS77, AG85], they all exploit basic algorithmic tools that have 
proved to be useful for exact string matching and for the edit distance algorithms 
as, for instance. the .HJ.jfix tree [Mc76.W74] and the space efficient computation of 
the edit distance between two strings devised by [UKK83]. 
We remark that an efficient algorithm for the k mismatches problem can be 
obtained as a byproduct of Fischer and Paterson reduction of string matching with 
don't care characters to fast integer multiplication [FP74] and we also point out 
that an algorithm for the k differences problem can be obtained by modifying one 
of the algorithms reported in [FW74, MP80, UKK83] for the computation of the 
edit distance between two strings. In particular, when the size of the alphabet 
is constant and k is large, the clever algorithm by Masek and Paterson [MP80] 
performs quite well. 
All the algorithms, both parallel and sequential, that have been recently devel-
oped for approximate string matching fit nicely into the following paradigm; 
a. Preprocessing of the pattern and the text. 
b. Analysis of the text. 
The preprocessing step consists either of gathering some infonnation about 
the pattern and the text which can be used for a fast implementation of primitive 
operations in the analysis step [LV85a,LV85b, LV86,GG86a,GG86b,MY86,BLLP87] 
or of constructing a finite automaton that accepts all strings at a distance at most 
k from the pattern [UKK85, 184]. In order to locate all approximate occurrences of 
the pattern in the text, the analysis of the text consists either of scanning the text 
[LV85a,LV85b, LV86,GG86a,GG86b,UKK85,I84] or of the construction of a table 
[LV85a, LV86, MY86, BLLP87]. 
The algorithms in [LV85a,LV85b,LV86,GG86a,GG86b, MY86,BLLP87] use the 
primitive operation that finds on line the leftmoet mismatch between any two given 
suffixes of the pattern and the text. In order to implement such an operation in 
O( 1) time, the preprocessing algorithm must construct data structures that readily 
support such on line queries. As will be shown later, there are various preprocess-
ing algorithms that set up such structures in O(m) time (sequential algorithms) 
[LV85a,LV85b, GG86a] or in O(log m) with O(ml + n) processors [LV86] or in time 
O{logn) with O(n) processors [AILSV87] (a parallel algorithm). We also present 
new preprocessing algorithms that are improvements of extant ones in various re-
spects. All these algorithms are based on the construction of the suffix tree T for 
either the string pattern or the string textSpattern. T has to be modified to effi-
ciently support the Lowe.d Common Ance"tor algorithm by [HT84] or the simplified 
version devised by [5V86]. It is worth to point out that such preprocessing algo-
rithms are interesting in their own right. For instance, the parallel ones efficiently 
construct a fundamental data structure for m06t string matching algorithms such 
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as the suffix tree (A84J. It was an open problem to efficiently compute such data 
structure in parallel (GA85]. 
The text analysis algorithms in [LV85a,LV85b,GG86a,GG86bJ test, in increas-
ing order, each substring t[i. i + m - 1J of the text in an attempt to locate (up to) 
k mismatches between t[i, i + m - 1] and the pattern. Such a process is a natural 
extension of classic string matching strategies. On the other hand, the analysis 
algorithms in [LV85a. LV86 , ~lY86. BLLP87J locate all occurrences, with at most 
k differences, of the pattern in the text through a table obtained by dynamic pro-
gramming techniques. Such a process is a natural extension of classic algorithms 
for the computation of the edit distance between two strings. The main differ-
ence between the quoted analysis algorithms for the k mismatches problem and the 
quoted ones for the k differences is that the latter ones are based on a rigid dynamic 
programming scheme whereas the former ones have more degrees of freedom. Since 
the most efficient sequential algorithms for the k differences problem [LV86, MY86, 
BLLP87J run in time O( nk) as well as the most efficient sequential ones for the 
k mismatches problem [LV85a,LV85b, LV86 , GG86aJ do, this difference does not 
seem to be significant in the context of sequential algorithms but it seems to play 
some role in the context of parallel algorithms. 
The preprocessing algorithm by [UKK85J constructs a finite automaton that 
recognizes all substrings of the text at edit distance at moet k from the pattern. Such 
a construction can be performed in O(mO'K) time, where K = min(3m ,210'1mHl) 
and 0' denotes the size of the input alphabet. Then, the analysis of the text is easily 
completed in O(n) time. Obviously, such an algorithm is practical only when m is 
very small compared to n. A similar method is used in [I84J for the k mismatches 
problem in order to obtain a real time algorithm for the analysis of the text. 
The model of computation that we assume for the sequential algorithms is the 
Random Access Machine (RAM) [AHU14J. Informally, a RAM is a processor with 
a random access memory. The model of computation that we assume for the par-
allel algorithms is parallel random access machine (PRAM) [FW18J. Informally, 
a PRAM is composed of t synchronous processors all having access to a common 
memory for read or write operatio~. In an Exclusive Read Exclusive Write PRAM 
no two processors are allowed to access the same memory location for reading or 
writing operations. That is, read and write confiicts are forbidden. In a Concurrent 
Read Concurrent Write PRAM processors are allowed to access the same mem-
ory location for read or write operations. However, when a write conflict occurs 
among processors, only one of them succeeds in wri ting into the contended memory 
location. 
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present basic methods that 
allow string matching algorithms to efficiently deal with input alphabets of arbitrary 
size. Then, in Section 3 data structures and algorithms for the preprocessing step 
are considered. Section 4 is dedicated to the presentation of approximate string 
matching algorithms. Finally, in Section 5 we give some open problems releva.nt to 
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approximate string matching. 
2. On The Size Of The Alphabet 
Let E denote the input alphabet and let (7 denote its size. In this section we 
overview basic methods that allow string matching algorithms to deal efficiently 
with input alphabets of arbitrary size. The only assumption that we make in this 
section is that each character of E can be contained in a RAM register and that 
characters can be compared in constant time. This is equivalent to assuming the 
u.niform co.,t criterion for RAM instructions [AHU74J. 
In string matching algorithms, the magnitude of (7 plays a crucial role in two 
different contexts: In the construction of data structures such as digital search 
trees and finite automata and in the assignment of names to strings. The first 
context is relevant to RAM algorithms whereas the second one is relevant to PRAM 
algorithms. 
We consider first the impact of (j on RAM algorithms by means of a digital 
search tree T ofn nodes. Recall that a digital search tree for strings %1,%2, ... ,%/ is 
a tree in which the path from the root to a leaf is uniquely associated with a string 
Xi. Any two leaves having a common ancestor other than the root are associated 
to strings which have a prefix in common. Each internal node may have as many 
as (7 outgoing edges, each associated with a distinct character. Assume that there 
is an edge e = (u, v) between nodes u and v labeled a, a E E. We have to organize 
the information in node u in such a way that, given u and a, node v can be quickly 
found. The obvioUB way to organize thia information is to maintain a table NEXT. 
of C7 entries such that N EXT.(a) = v iff (u, v) is an edge labeled a in T. This would 
yield a performance of 0(1) time per iWlertion, deletion and find operation and a 
total space of O(nC7). Such an organization for NEXT. has a major drawback: C7 
may be not known 4 priori or it may be large, i.e. C7 > n. There are basically two 
ways of solvin& this problem: Organize NEXT. as an hashing table or as a binary 
search tree. 
Recall that huhing scheme is the following: A hash table A[a, s -lJ and a hash 
function h : U - A. U is the name space and its cardinality is assumed to be much 
larger than". Such an assumption implies that there exist elements al and a2 such 
that head =.h(al).ThUB, an attempt to store al in A[h(al)J can result in a collision 
if a2 is already there. The storage and retrieval of information in A depends on how 
collisions are handled. In what follows, we denote the find operation by A[h(a)] 
assuming that such an operation is consistent with the ch08en collision method for 
the hashing scheme at hand. 
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For well chosen functions h and array size s, a hashing scheme Supports inser-
tion. deletion and find operations in O( 1) expected time [K:--;t"73, }"lEH84J whereas, 
in the worst case, each operation takes O( s). 
In our case, since a > n the set U is the set of distinct characters in Xl, X2 • .... X /. 
A hash table N EXTu and a hash function hu can be assigned to each node u of T. 
Then, an edge (u,v) labeled a is represented by storing v in NEXTu[hu(a)J. The 
dimension of N EXTu should be chosen to be big if u is close to the root, otherwise 
it can be small. In any case, the dimension of N EXTu is a multiple of the nwnber 
of children of u. When N EXTu is organized with hashing tables, we obtain a 
performance of O( 1) expected time per operation and a total space of O( n). 
The other basic method to organize the adjacency list for a node u in T is to 
use binary search trees (see [KNU73.MEH84]). Each node in binary search tree 
N E XTu has a key field ai and an info field v iff there is an edge (u, v) labeled ai 
in T. N EXTu can support insertion, deletion and find operations in O(log s) time, 
where s is the number of elements in NEXT •. 
Since this organization of NEXT. can be applied either when a < n or a ~ n, 
we have that s = mine a. n). Thus, we obtain a performance of log n = log min( 0', n) 
per operation and a total space of O( n). In the remaining part of this paper, we 
assume that digital search trees and finite automata have adjacency lists organized 
as binary search trees. 
In the context of parallel computation the size of the alphabet is relevant when 
one wants to assign names to substrings of length 1 of a given substring X = x[O, n-
IJ. A name for a substring xli. i +1] of x is simply an integer 11:, a ~ II: ~ n -1. Every 
occurrence of xli, i + I] in x has the same name and different substrings of length 1 
have different names. In the next section we consider efficient parallel algorithms for 
the naming of strings. Here we limit ourselves to consider the case in which we want 
to assign names to characters. For this purpose, we use n processors and assume 
that processors can concurrently access the same memory location. Processor Pi is 
in charge of the character in position i of x. 
If a < n, we can asaign names to characters as follows. The alphabet E is 
sorted by mea.na of a processors and the result is stored in an array A[a, a-I]. 
Then, each processor Pi perfOrtIlB binary search on array A looking for character 
x[i]. Processor Pi asaigns name j to xli] iff A(j) = xli]. This procedure takes 
O(loga) on It. PRAM. When the alphabet size is larger than n, we can use the same 
procedure just outlined but we sort the characters in X. In this case, we obtain 
a naming process that takes O( log n) time on a PRAM. Thus, we obtain a time 
performance of log n with mine a, n) processors for the naming process. 
3. Preprocessing Algorithms 
In this section we present preprocessing algorithms that efficiently support the 
analysis of the text reported in [LV85a,LV85b,LV86,GG86a,GG86b,MY86,BLLP871· 
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The presentation of the preprocessing algorithm by [lJKK85] is deferred to next 
section since it exploits ideas discussed in that section. 
\Ve recall that the algorithms discussed here must set up data structures to 
find. on line, the leftmost mismatch between any suffixes of the pattern and the 
text in 0(1) time. Given suffixes t[i, n - 1] and p(j, m - 1] of the text and the 
pattern. respectively, the leftmost mismatch between them can be easily located by 
finding the length of their longest common prefix. 
Thus, in general, the problem we are dealing with is the following: Given 
strings x = x[O,n - 1] and y = y[O,m - 1], m ~ n, devise data structures and 
algorithms that allow a fast answer ( 0(1) time) to the queries Prefix(i.j), where 
Prefix( i, j) is the length of the longest common prefix between xli, n - 1] and 
y(j, m - 1]. 
3.1 Preproce.",ing on a RAM 
On a RAM, a solution to this problem can be easily obtained by using as a 
data structure the suffix tree of a string [Mc76, W73] modified in order to support 
the static lowest common ancestor algorithm (LC A for short) given in [HT84] or in 
[SV86]. A suf liz tree T of a string z = z[O, k - I]S, shown in Fig. 1, is a digital 
search tree of at most 2k nodes containing all suffixes of that string. The character 
$ is a right end marker that matches no character of z. Its function is to separate 
(in T) suffix z[i, k - 1] from z(j, k - 1] whenever the former is a prefix of the latter. 
Thus, each leaf of T can be labeled with a distinct integer j so that the path from 
the root of T to leaf (labeled) j corresponds to suffix z(j, k - l]S. Moreover, the 
path from the root of T to an internal node u corresponds to a substring of z. We 
refer to such string as w( u). Fast sequential algorithms for the construction of T 
a.re reported in [Mc76, W73] and both algorithms take O(k logk). Notice that such 
time bound becomes O( Ie) whenever (T is a constant. 
Given suffixes z[i, Ie] &nd z[j, k], the length of their longest common prefix is 
given by Iw( u)l, where u is the lowest common ancestor between leaves i and j of T. 
~ode u can be found in 0(1) time by means of the LCA algorithm provided that T 
has been modified as described in [HT84] or in [SV86]. This transformation can be 
performed in 0(1e) time. In what follows, we a8sume without 1068 of generality that 
LC A( i. j) retUIlla the length of the longest common prefix between suffixes z[i, k I 
and z[j, k]. 
Algorithm PI: Construct the suffix tree T for the string xSyS (', S be-
ing end markers) and modify it to efficiently support the LC A a.lgorithm. Then, 
Prefix(i,j) is computed in 0(1) by finding LCA(i,j + n + 1). 
Algorithm PI takes O«n + m) log m) time and O(n + m) space. 
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Such an algorithm has been devised by Landau and Vishkin in order to obtain 
efficient algorithms for string matching with k mismatches and string matching 
with k differences [LV86J. Its major drawback is that the constants hidden in 
its asymptotic time and space bou~ds are quite large. This is mainly due to the 
construction of the suffix tree for x$y$ and to the need of adapting it to support 
the LCA algorithm. 
We can save on time and space by pursuing a different approach to the solution 
of the posed problem. Indeed, we can obtain an algorithm whose time performance 
is asymptotically the same as in algorithm PI, but with much smaller constants 
hidden in the big-O notation since it constructs the suffix tree only for string y$. 
~vroreover, it never uses more than 2n + Oem) space. 
Let E· denote the Kleene closure of the input alphabet E. Then, let A denote 
the empty string and let E+ denote E· - Pl. Recall that a substring u E E· of 
y is any string such that y = vuw , v and w in E·. Let S(y) denote the set of 
substrings of y . 
Let BEST - FIT[O, n - 1] be an array such that BEST - FIT[i] = (g,l) iff 
y(g, 9 + I - 1] is a longest substring of y occurring at position i of x. We later show 
that BEST - FIT[O,n -1] can be computed in O«n + m)logm) time. 
Algorithm P2: Construct BEST - FIT[O,n - 1] and the suffix tree T for 
string yS adapting it to efficiently support the LeA algorithm. Then, Prefix(i,j) = 
min(l,q) where BEST - FIT[iJ = (g,/) and q = LCA(g,j). 
In order to construct BEST-FIT[O, n-lJ we can compute a parse of x in terms 
of the longest substrings of y occurring in x. Such a parse can be represented as a 
sequence of triples of integers (Ig, rg, Pg), 0 $ 9 $ s, with (/0 , ro, Po) = ( -1, -1, -1) 
and r, $ n - 1. Each (Ig, r g, p,), 0 $ g $ .5, denotes the fact that x[lg, rgJ matches a 
substring w of y of maximal length which starts at position P, of y. The substrings 
of y giving such a parse of x may overlap in x. 
For 9 > 0, (l"r"p,) is defined in terms of X[/,-l,r,-d as follows. 
If there exist positions i,I,_1 < i $ r,-l, such that xli, r,-l + I] matches a 
substring of y, I, is set equal to the minimal such i. That is, x[lg, r,-l J is the 
longest suffix of X[/,-l,r,-l] that can be extended to match a substring of y of 
length greater than r,-l -I, + 1. On the other hand, if there is no such position i, 
/, is set equal to the minimal position of x[r,_l + 1, n - I] such that x[/g] matches 
a character of y. In any case, r, is the m&x:ima.l position of x[/" n - 1] such that 
x[/g,r,] matches a substring w of y and p, is a starting position of win y. 
Assuming that the sequence (/"r"p,),O $ 9 $.5, is known, BEST - FIT[i] 
can be easily computed. Indeed, let Ie be the largest integer in 10 , ... , I, such that 
Ie ~ i. Then, if i $ r e , BEST - FIT[i] = (Pe + i-Ie, re - i + 1); otherwise 
BEST - F IT[iJ = (0,0). Since the sequence 10 , ••• , I, is increasing, we can compute 
BEST - F IT[O, n - I] in O( n) time starting from i = O. 
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In order to obtain the sequence (lg.rg,pg), 1 ~ 9 ~ .s, we can construct a 
machine that, on input x. outputs a parse of x in terms of the longest substrings 
of y occurring in x. Such a machine is easily obtained by suitably modifying the 
minimal DFA F(y) recognizing all substrings of y. However. for ease of presentation, 
we construct BEST - FIT[O, n - 1] by using two automata F(y) and F(yr) for 
strings y and yr (y reverse), respectively. 
On a generic string z, F( z) can be defined by means of the following equivalence 
relation on E· denoted by = r (or = when z is understood): 
u = v iff Vw E E* : uw E S(z) .... vw E S(z). 
The states of F( z) are then the equivalence classes, denoted by [u lz (or [u 1 when 
z is understood), of the strings u E S(z). The transition function next of F(z) is 
defined as: next([u], a) = [ua}, U E S(z) and a E E. For each state q = [wlz we 
define p(q) = the length of the shortest prefix of z having w as suffix. Notice that 
p(q) is well defined since if two strings are in the same class then one is a suffix of 
the other. We also define failure transitions as follows. For u E S(z), let v be the 
longest suffix of u such that v 1:. u. Then, fail([u]) = [v]. 
In Fig. 2 a minimal DFA F(z) for string z = aabbabb is shown. 
In what follows , we denote by ne~t+ the application of function ne~t to a string 
of characters. 
An on line algorithm for :he construction of F(z) is reported in [CR841. Its 
time performance is O(lzllog Izl). 
Assume that F(y) and F(yr) have been constructed. The sequence 
(lglrgl pg),1 ~ 9 ~ s, can be computed in two phases as follows. We compute 
first the sequence rl , rl, "'1 r. by performing string matching between ~ and y by 
mearu! of F(y) (phase one). Then, the sequences ll,h,,,,,l. and PlIP'l,,,,IP. are 
computed by performing string matching between xr and yr by means of F(yr) 
(phase two). 
At the start of phase one, F{II) is in its initial state q = [.,\] reading input x[O] 
and string X[O, n - 1] has to be processed. 
As long u nut([,\], %(jJ) = undefined, F(y) does not change state. Let xli] 
be the leftmOli character of % such that next(['\I, xli]) is defined and let k be the 
smallest integer such that ne%t+(['\I, xli, i + k - 1]) = q and next(q, xli + k]) = 
undefined, for some state q of F(y). That is , xli, i + k - 11 = y[p(q) - k,p(q) - 1] 
and this is a match of maximal length among all substrings of y. Then, rl can be 
set equal to i + k - 1. 
Since a mismatch has been detected, F(y) changes state by means of fail 
transitions reaching, from q, the closest state q' such that either (next(q', xli + kD = 
defined and q' :F [A]) or (q' = [A]). It can be easily shown that if next(q', xli + !.]) 
is defined and q' :F [A], there exists a maximal length suffix w of xli, i + k - 11 that 
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can be extended to match a factor of y of length at least !wl + 1. ~loreover, the 
equi'valence class of w is represented by q' in F(y). On the other hand. if q' = [A] 
there is no such suffix w of xli. i + k - I]. In any case, F(y) reaches the correct 
state for the computation of r2· Thus, the string matching algorithm is resumed 
with F(y) in state q' reading input xli + k] and string xli + k. n - I] remains to be 
processed. 
The output of the algorithm outlined above is a sequence rl,r2,oo.,r, of posi-
tions of x in which the maximal substrings of y occurring in x end. During phase 
two. we find the sequence 11, l2' ... , l~ of the starting points of those substrings in x. 
Moreover, for each (/g, rg) we also find a position Pg of y where an occurrence of 
x[/g, rg] starts. 
During phase two we perform string matching between yr and xr starting with 
F(yr) in its initial state q = [..\] reading input xr[O]. In what follows neXt denotes 
the transition function of F(yr). 
As long as neit([..\], xr[jJ) = undefined, F(yr) does not change state. Let xr[i] 
be the leftmost character of xr such that next([..\], xr[iJ) is defined. Notice that r, 
must be equal to n - i-I otherwise x[r,] could not be the last character of x that 
matched a character of y. Let k be the smallest integer such that next+([..\] , xr[i, i + 
k -11) = q and neit( q, xr[i+k]) = undefined, for some state q of F(y). In terms of 
the strings x and y, we have that x[n -i - k, n - i-I] = y[m- p(q), m - p(q)+k -1] 
and this is a match of maximal length among all substrings of y. Since r. = n - i-I, 
I. must be equal to n - i - k and P. must be equal to m - p(q). 
Since a mismatch has been detected, F(yr) changes state by means of fail 
transitions reaching, from q, the closest state q such that either (next(ti, xr[i + kJ) = 
defined and q :F [..\J) or (q = [..\]). By using the same arguments as for F(y) and 
state q' above, it can be shown that state q of F(yr) is the correct state for the 
computation of 1.-1. Thus, the string matching algorithm is resumed with F(yr) 
in state q reading input xr[i + k] and string xr[i + k, n - I] remains to be processed. 
The method outlined above for the computation of BEST - FIT[O, n - I] 
is essentially based on a string matching algorithm by mea.ns of an automaton F, 
hence we conclude that the computation of BEST - F IT[O, n - I] can be performed 
in O«n + m) losrii) time. 
Comparing algorithm P2 with PI, it is easily seen that an implementation of 
P2 needs the construction of the automata F(y) , F(yr) and of the suffix tree T for 
y adapted to efficiently support the LCA algorithm. Then, BEST - FIT[O, n - I] 
is quickly computed by mea.ns of a simple scan of the string x. Thus, the most time 
consuming tasks, i.e. suffix tree construction and LC A preprocessing algorithm 
are performed on the string y which is usually much shorter than x. This should 
be contrasted with algorithm PI. Based on these considerations, we claim that 
algorithm P2 is less time cOIl.!lUming than algorithm PI, although they both have 
the same asymptotic time performances. Moreover, algorithm P2 uses only 2n + 
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Oem) space. This should also be contrasted with algorithm PI which uses O(n+m) 
space. 
3.2 Preproce.Ming on a PRAM 
We can now turn our attention to an implementation of algorithms PI and P2 
on a PRAM. Since both these algorithms revolve around the suffix tree T adapted to 
efficiently support the LeA algorithm, we need to show how such a data structure 
can be efficiently constructed on a PRAM. In what follows, we present an efficient 
parallel algorithm for the construction of the suffix tree devised by [AILSV87J. The 
time performance of this algorithm is evaluated assuming the Concurrent Read 
Concurrent Write (CRCW) PRAM model of computation. 
We first present an algorithm that constructs the suffix tree Tz for a string 
z = z[O. k - IJ$ in O(log k) time by using k processors and O(k2) space. Then, we 
show how to reduce the space from O(k2) to O(kl+t(k»), 0 < e(k) $ 1. 
The algorithm consists of two main parts. In the first part, an approximate 
version Dz of the tree is constructed, called the skeleton. In the second part, the 
skeleton is refined to obtain T,. In the following presentation we assume without 
loss of generality that k = 2· and that the input alphabet is binary. We also extend 
z by appending to it k - 1 instances of the symbol S. We refer to such an extension 
as zSA:-l. 
The skeleton Dz is constructed in log k stages by successively creating nodes 
at stage q,O $ q $ log k. The main features of D, are now reported. Each node u 
of Dz has a descriptor (i,/) associated with it, I = 2' for some q < logk. We refer 
to integer q as the stage number of u. Such a descriptor indicates that the path 
from the root of Dz to u is associated with string z[i, i + I - 11 = w(u). Links in 
Dz go from children to parents. Any node u in D, is allowed to have c children if 
and only if there exist c ~ 2 distinct substrings "11 ... , Se of ZSI:-l all of which have 
w(u) as prefix and such that 1",1 = 2Iw(u)I,1 $ t $ c. This constraint rules out 
non-branching nodes from D, . 
For the computation of D
" 
we use k processors Po,Pl, ... ,Pk-lt a 
Bulletin Boord BB of k(k+l) locations and 2k arrays [Di and NODEi oflogk+l 
cells each. The access to BB is ruled by allowing each processor to attempt to 
write in the same location, but only one processor can succeed. Let winner(i) be 
the processor which succeeds in writing in the location attempted by Pi· The role 
played by I Di and NODEj in the algorithm is best seen in terms of their contents 
at the end of the computation. At that time, [Ddq] = j, 0 $ q $ log k, if and only 
if z[i, i + 2' - 1] = z(j, j + 2f - I] and j is the first component in the descriptor 
of all occurrences of w = z[i, i + 2f - I] in zSk-l. That is, j is the "nickname" 
of w in zSA:-l. Array NODEj records nodes of Dz • Indeed, if for some value of 
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q < log k .. VODE.[q] is not empty, then it represents a node u as follows: the 
field .-\,rODE.[q).LA.BEL is a replica of ID.[q], and the field SODE.[qj.P.4.RENT 
points to the location of the parent of u. Finally, NODE.[logkj stores the leaf 
labeled (i. k). It is convenient to extend the notion of I D to all positions i ~ k 
through the convention: IDi[q] = k. i ~ k. 
At the beginning of the computation, processor Pi is assigned to position i of 
z. Assuming that each character of z has been assigned a name as described in 
Section 2., the values of IDi[Oj and NODEdO] can be computed as follows. Pro-
cessor Pi attempts to write in BB[I. sj, if z[i] = s E~. Then, each processor 
Pi sets ID;[O] = winner(i). In this way, nicknames for the characters of z are 
computed. Each winning processor Pi sets NODEi[O].P ARENT = ROOT and 
NODEi[OJ.LABEL = IOi[OJ. We can now describe stage q ~ logk -1 for the con-
struction of Dr, assuming that I Di[j] and NODEi[j] have been correctly computed, 
for 0 ~ j < q and for 0 ~ i < k. 
Each processor Pi creates a composite label TIDi = (IDi[q],IDi+2t[q]) and 
attempts to write i in BB[TIDi]. Thus, all processors with the same TID attempt 
to write in the same location of BB. Then processors read: if BB[TID;] = j then 
Pi sets ID;[q + 1] = j. That is, a nickname j has been created for all occurrences of 
w = z[i, i + 2q+1 - 1] in zSk-l. Formally, the assignment of nicknames is performed 
in parallel as follows: ID;[q + 1] = winner(i). 
~ow the winners can create new nodes while the losers are idle. A suc-
cessful processor Pi creates a new node by setting a link to NODEID;(q)[q] 
in NODE;[q + I].PARENT. We denote such an operation as NODEi[q + 
I].PARENT +- NODE1D.{q) [q]. Moreover, NODE;(q + I].LABEL is set to 
ID;(q + 1], i.e. NODE;(q + I].LABEL +- IDi[q + 1]. However, a newly cre-
ated node u can be a non-branching node. This condition is easily checked 
by keeping track of how many winners accessed row IDi[q] of BB. If exactly 
one winner accessed row ID;[q], then u is a non-branching node. In such a 
case, the parent v of u is removed and u is hooked to the parent of v. In 
the formalism above: NODE;[q + 1].PARENT +- NODEID;(9){q].PARENT; 
.VODE1D;(q)lq].PARENT +- A; NODE1D;(q){q].LABEL +- A. The value of 
NODEdq+ IJ.LABEL need not be changed because it is correctly set to the nick-
name of the string associated with NODE;[q + 1]. 
Stage q can be implemented in constant time on a C RCW PRAM. Thus, on 
such a PRAM, D. can be constructed in O(logk) time by k processors. 
Prior to the transformation of DJ in T" the labels of the nodes in D, are 
modified as follows. Let w( u) = w(parent( u))v be the string associated with node 
u in D,. The modified label (mlabel) for u is any pair (i, I) such that 1 = Ivl and i 
is a starting position of v in zSk-l. A processor can trivially compute the mlabel of 
u in 0(1) time knowing the LABEL of u and the stagenumbers 9 and q' ~f ~ and 
parent(u), respectively. Indeed, if j is the LABEL of u, (j + 29 ,29 - 29 ) 19 the 
rnlabel of u. During the first step of the transformation, all processors occupying 
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leaves pointing to nodes of stagenumber log k - 1 change the labels of these leaves 
into mlabels. Then. processors compete for the common parent node by attempting 
to simultaneously write on it the label of the nodes which they currently occupy. 
The winners are marked free: they ascend to the parent node where they will 
compute mlabel for that node at the appropriate stage. The losers record the (old) 
label used by the winner. The (q - l)-th step of the transformation involves all free 
processors on nodes with stagenumber q or higher. The operation is the same as 
above. From now on. we refer to mlabels as labels. 
A byproduct of this transforma.tion is an assignment of nodes to processors 
satisfying the following property: 
PROPERTY 1 [AILSV87J: If a node other than ROOT has c children. then 
precisely c -1 children have been assigned to processors. Moreover, each one of the 
c - 1 processors knows the address of the unique sibling without processor. 
Any assignment of nodes of a generic tree to processors enjoying PROPERTY 
1 is referred to as a legal assignment. 
The main difference between T~ and the m-Iabeled version of D~ is that in T~ 
there cannot be two siblings such that their labels describe strings of z having a 
common prefix. This difference is eliminated by producing log k - 1 refinements 
D(h) of D~ = D(logk-l), h = logk - 1, ... ,0. D(O) is T~ with the direction of the 
arcs inverted. 
In order to characterize D(h), let a nest be any set of children of a node in D(h) 
and let (i,l) and (j, r) be the labels of nodes in some nest of D(h). An integer t is 
a refiner for (i, I) and (j, r) of size t if and only if z[i, i + t - 1] = z(j,i + t - 1]. 
The labeling of D(h) is such that no two pairs of labels of nodes in the same nest 
admits a refiner of size 2h. Obviously, the labeling of D(los k-l) satisfies the above 
condition. 
Given a legal assignment of processors to D(h), D(h-l) can be computed 
in constant time by synchronously refining all eligible nests of D(h). An 
eligible nest of D(I&) i.a a nest which might admit of a refiner of size 2h - 1 • Let 
(it, It), (i], h), ... , (im,l",) be the set of labels in the eligible nest at node t1 of D(h). 
The refinement of this nest ia performed in two steps. 
STEP I: Compute split-labels (IDij[h - 1],IDij +1.-l[h - 1]). Partition the 
children of v into equivalence classes, putting in the same class all nodes with the 
same first component in their split-label. For each non singleton equivalence class 
perform the following operations. 
(1) Create a new parent node u for all nodes in the class and make u a child 
of v. Set the LABEL of u to (i, 21&-1), where i is the first component of the split 
label of the nodes in the class. 
(2) Consider each child of u. For the child whose current LABEL is (ii,Ij), 
change LABEL to (ij + 2h - 1, Ij - 2h - 1). 
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STEP2: If more than one class ~esulted from the partition, STOP. Otherwise, 
v is a unary node with child ti (created during step 1). )"lake u a child of the parent 
of v and set the LABEL of u to (i, 1+ 2h - 1 ). where {i. I) is the label of the parent 
of v. Remove v. 
The non-trivial point in the parallel implementation of steps 1 and 2 is that 
the m - 1 processors assigned to the nest are sufficient to perform the refinement 
in 0(1) time. This is achieved by letting the processors in the nest elect among 
themselves a substitute for the missing processor. Then, the substitute processor 
works for itself and for the missing processor. This election is performed by letting 
the processors in the nest concurrently write on the parent node of the nest. The 
winner becomes the substitute processor. 
A legal assignment of processors to D(h-l) can be generated in constant time 
from the legal assignment of D(h) as follows. Let UI, ti2, ... , u. be the new nodes 
generated by the synchronous application of step 1 to D(h). Each processor that 
was assigned (in D(h») to the children of U; competes for Uj. The winner is assigned 
to Uj. Moreover, for each node v removed during step 2 and such that it has a 
processor assigned to it, such processor is assigned to its (unique) child. It can 
be easily proved by straightforward case analysis that the resulting assignment of 
processors to D(l-l) is a legal assignment. 
Since D(h-l) can be obtained from D(Ia) in 0(1) time, we may conclude that 
D(O) can be computed in O(log k) time on a CReW PRAM. The direction of the 
arcs in D(O) is inverted in order to obtain Tz • This task can be easily performed in 
constant time by k processors, given a legal assignment of processors to D(O). 
Hence, suffix tree Tz can be computed in O(log k) time by using k processors 
and 0(k2) space on a CReW PRAM [AILSV871. 
One final remark is in order. The space can be reduced from 0(k2) to 
O(k1+f(e»,O < E(k) $ 1 [AILSV87]. Recall that during the naming process a new 
name e is generated by combining a pair (i, j) of shorter names. If the second com-
ponent of (i, j) is represented by means of a sequence of integers (al' a2, ... , a *) in 
base kf(e), then we need only O(k1+ f (e» space for the naming process. This results 
in a slow down in time by a factor of ;hr. 
In order to obtain a parallel implementation of algorithm Pl we also need to 
show how T. can be modified to efficiently support the LC A algorithm. Such a 
transformation can be performed in O(log k) time by roh- processors [SV861. We 
omit the presentation of such algorithm referring the re!der to the original paper. 
However, we report here that a query LC A(i,j) can still be answered on line in 0(1) 
time by a single processor. Thus, we obtain the following parallel implementation 
of algorithm Pl. 
Algorithm PPl: Construct the suffix tree T for string xSyS by using the 
algorithm by [AILSV87]. Using the algorithm by [SV86], transform T so that it 
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can efficiently support the LCA. algorithm. Then. Prefix(i.j) is computed in 0(1) 
time (by a single processor) by finding LC.4.(i,j + n + 1). 
Algorithm PPI takes O(logn) time with n +m+ 1 processors and O«n + m)2) 
space on a CRCW PRAM. 
An alternative to algorithm PPI can be obtained by an efficient paral-
lel implementation of algorithm P2. Indeed, we can modify the algorithm by 
[AILSV87] so that it can construct Ty and, as a side effect, it can also compute 
BEST- FIT[O, n -1]. This modified algorithm works on the input string z = y$x$ 
rather than on the input string yS. 
Roughly speaking, the basic idea underlying this algori thm is the following. 
Assume that we have obtained suffix tree Tz • Let us assign color black to the leaves 
corresponding to positions 0, ... , m of z and color red to the remaining leaves. An 
internal node u is assigned color black if u is an ancestor of at least one black leaf, 
otherwise u is assigned color red. Our algorithm constructs a sequence of trees 1'~i) 
such that no red internal node is explicitly created and such that red leaves point 
directly to their black ancestor nodes. That is, paths involving only red nodes in 
Tz are represented in compressed form in 1'~i). Moreover, nodes are removed from 
1';i) according to the following rule: Any red leaf is removed from 1'~i) whenever 
its black ancestor node u becomes a non-branching node. In other words, if a black 
node u has only one black child in 1'~i), then all red leaves pointing to u are removed 
from ti i). In what follows, we refer to u as a superfluous node. Superfiuous black 
nodes are also removed from 1'~ i) • 
The sequence of trees 1'~i) converges to a tree 1'. which is composed of black 
nodes and, possibly, red leaves that have not been removed yet. 1'. can be trans-
formed into T, by deleting the red leaves of 1' •. Moreover, we gain enough infor-
mation to compute BEST - FIT in O(logm) additional steps by keeping record 
of the deletion of superfluous nodes and their associated red leaves in each t~i). 
The computation of t. is performed by first constructing its skeleton Dz and 
then by refining it. The algorithm supporting this computation is a variation of the 
one by [AILSV87J for the construction of the suffix tree. 
We use n + m + 1 processors Po, Pl, ... , pn+rn initially assigned to positions 
0, ... , n + m of z, respectively. A processor Pi is assigned color red if i > m and 
color black otherwiae. Red processors may not create write conflicts and none of 
them may be a winner. This allows to assign names to substrings of x in terms 
of substrings of y. During the computation of T., each red leaf labeled i, i > m is 
permanently assigned to red processor Pi. Red processors are transparent to black 
processors. 
For i ~ m, I D;[qJ is equal j if j is the nickname of string y[i, i + 29 -1] in y. For 
i > m we define I Di[q] = j if xli, i + 29 - 1] = y[-" -' + 29 -1] and j is the nickname 
ofy[s,s +29 -1] in y. ID;[q] = m + 1 otherwise. Note that IDi[O],O ~ i ~ n+m, 
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can be correctly computed by letting black processors attempt to write in an array 
IN IT of n + m + 1 locations initially set at -1. That is, black processor Pi attempts 
to write in IN IT[a], a = Yi. The name of the winners is stored in IN IT. Then 
each processor pi,D:S i :S n + m sets ID.[D] = INIT[z;], If a red processor reads 
-1 it sets its ID[D] = m + 1. For D < q and D $ i $ n + m, ID;[q] can be correctly 
computed as in [AILSV87] using a BB of (m + 2) x (m + 2) locations. The entries 
of the last row and column of BB are set to m + 1. 
The structure of Dz is the same as D for string y with the following added 
features. Each black node u has one more label, mnewlabel, (i, 11 ), with 11 = \w(u)\ 
and i being the starting position of an occurrence of w(u) in y. The mnewlabels 
can be computed in essentially the same way as the labels. Moreover. Dz has red 
leaves pointing to black .nodes. 
During the construction and refinement of b z no generation of red internal 
nodes can take place. This is an obvious consequence of the writing restriction 
imposed on the red processors. A red processor Pi, i > m, stores in a register F 
the address of the black node that is father of the red leaf labeled i. Initially, F is set 
to ROOT. During the construction and refinement of Dz, Pi updates F by storing 
in it the value of NODE.FA.THER link owned by the black node associated with 
its last winner. 
We next describe briefly the modification needed in the algorithm by 
[AILSV87J. We need only specify the actions taken by the red processors dur-
ing the various stages of the computation of Tz since black processors closely follow 
the algorithm by [AILSV87]. We recall that such algorithm is composed of two 
parts: The construction of a skeleton (part one) and then the refinement of it (part 
two). 
Consider stage q of part one, i.e. stage q of the construction of Dz • 
An active red processor Pi. i = m + 1 + s, sets 1Di[q + IJ = winner(i) by 
accessing BB[ID;[q],IDi+l,[qlJ. If winner(i) < m + 1, Pi stores the value of 
NODEwinn£r(i)[q + 1].F ATHER in register F. That is, Pi records the fact that 
the red leaf i has a new black father. 
Assume that a red processor Pi , associated with suffix xis, n - IJ of x, sets 
I D;[q + I] = m + 1, with IDdqJ < m + 1, and assume that its black parent node 
u is not superfiuous. Tlilis means that w( u) = xis, s + 29 - 1 J occurs at least twice 
in y whereas w(u)z[" + 29 ," + 29+1 - IJ is not a substring of y. Let V1,V2, .. "Vc be 
the black children of u. Since x[" + 2'," + 29+1 - I] is not a suffix of any of the 
strings W(V1), w(t11), ... , W(Vc ) , it follows that x[s + 2'," +29+1 -11 and the suffix of 
length 29 of w( Vj), 1 $ j $ c, do not admit of a refiner of size 29 • Thus, during the 
refinement of Dz , Pi needs be active only starting at stage k = q -1. Red processor 
Pi records this fact and sets I Di[d] = m + 1, for q < d $ log m. Such processor does 
not participate anymore in the construction of D z· 
Superfluous nodes can be identified by black processors 88 non-branching nodes. 
Each non-branching node is marked. The action taken by each of the red processors 
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Prl ' ...• Pr~, children of marked, nodes, is to store in a register P D the descriptor of 
the black node whose address is in F. Register P D is local to each processor. 
~loreover. pr!, ... , Prk clear their F registers and, from now on. Prl' .... Prk are idle. 
This has the effect of deleting the red leaves associated with pr!, ... , Prk . Then, 
black processors remove non-branching nodes, including the superfluous ones. 
_ Recall that part two of the construction of Tr consists of log m stages in which 
Dr is refined. Each stage is composed of two steps. We now outline the actions 
taken by red processors during STEP 1 of the k-th stage for the refinement of Dr. 
An active red processor Pi finds its equivalence class by means of I Dd k - 11 and 
updates its parent accordingly. If I D;[ k - 11 = m + 1 , Pi does nothing. Superfluous 
nodes can be identified as in stage q of part 1. A red processor, child of a superfluous 
node, stores the mnewlabel of its parent in P D, clears its F register and then it 
becomes idle. 
Superfluous nodes are removed at STEP 2 by black processors. 
At the end of the construction of Tr , each non idle red processor stores the 
mnewlabel of its black parent in P D and then it clears its F register. This latter 
action has the effect of transforming Tz in T,. Then, table BEST - FIT is computed 
as follows. 
Each idle red. processor becomes active. Consider red processor Pi:, k = m+ j + 1, 
and let its P D be (i, I). In terms of strings, processor Pi: knows that xU, j + 1 - 1] = 
y[i, i + 1 - 1] and that y[i, i + t] is the longest substring of y starting at position j 
of x, for some t ~ 1-1. In order to find such t, Pi: keeps comparing IDHI[q1 vs 
IDi+I[q], starting with q = 0 and increasing it as long as the two ID's are equal. 
If I DH,[q'] :/: [Di+,[q'], for some q', Pi: performs binary search between strings 
xU + 1- 1 + 2" -1. j + 1 - 1 + 2"] and y[i + 1- 1 + 2" -1, i + /-1 + 2"1 by means of 
[D's as shown above. Thus, Pi: computes t in at m08t O(logm) time. Then it sets 
BEST - FIT[j] = (i, t). 
Hence, BEST -F IT[O, n-l] can be computed. in O(log m) time as a byproduct 
of the modified. construction of T,. 
Finally, we obt&in the following parallel implementation of algorithm P2. 
Algorithm PP2: Compute T, and BEST - FIT via string z = ySxS. Using 
the algorithm by [SV86], transform T, so that it can efficiently support the LC A 
algorithm. Then, Prefix(i,j) = min(/,q) where BEST - FIT[i1 = (g,/) and 
q = LCA.(g, j). 
Algorithm PP2 takes O(logm) time with n+m processors and O(n 10gn+m2) 
space on a CRCW PRAM. 
Comparing the performances of PPI and PP2, it is easily seen that PP2 
performs better than PPI both in terms of time and space. 
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\Ve remark that another, parallel implementation of algorithm PP2 was re-
ported in [LV86]. It takes O(logm) time with O(n + ml) processors and O(n + m) 
space on an Exclusive Read Exclusive Write PRAM. The performance of this latter 
algorithm is incomparable with the performance of algorithms PPI and PP2, since 
the underlying models of computation are different. 
4. Approximate String Matching Algorithms 
In this section we consider serial and parallel algorithms for approximate string 
matching. We start by reviewing the basic algorithms for string matching with k 
mismatches. Then we consider the more general algorithms for string matching 
with k differences. 
4.1 String Matching Algorithm" with k M~matche" 
Given a text string text = t[O, n -IJ , a pattern string pattern = prO, m -1] and 
an integer k, k $ m $ n, we are interested in finding all occurrences of the pattern 
in the text with at most k mismatches, i.e. with at most k locations in which the 
pattern and the text have different symbols. 
We first present two sequential algorithms SMl and 5M2, respectively. Then. 
we consider parallel algorithms. 
Algorithm 5Ml, reported in [GG86a], is a variation of an earlier algorithm 
by [LV85a]. The preprocessing algorithm associated with SMl consists of the 
construction of TpClctern, the suffix tree of the pattern, and of its modification in 
order to support the LC A algorithm. 
Procedures implementing 5Ml are reported in Fig. 3. 
5Ml tests, in increaaing order, all positions of the text in order to locate 
occurrences of the pattern in the text with at most Ie mismatches. Let inew be 
the current p08ition to be tested and let Anew[l, Ie + IJ be an array in which the 
(up to) first Ie + 1 mismatching text positions are stored. Namely, Anew[sJ = r if 
t[r] :f: p(r - in •• l is the .s-th mismatch between t[inew , inew + m -lJ and prO, m - 1]. 
Let iold < inc. be such that (up to at most Ie + 1 mismatches) t[iold, jJ = prO, j - iold], 
with j maximal. Let AoI4[1, Ie + 1J be an array containing, in increasing order, the 
5 mismatching poeitiorus between t[iol., j] and prO, j - ioldJ. Aold for iold is as Anew 
for i new . 
In order to test an occurrence of p{O, m - 11 at i ne"" we first compare the 
string t[inew,jJ with p(O,j - ine..,1 by using T,.ttern and the 5 positions in Aold 
(Procedure MERGE). Indeed, assume that the first q $ Ie mismatches between 
t[inew,j] and p(O,j - i ne",] have been found by using the first s - 1 < Sentries 




io/d = 0; j = 0; S = 0; 
for inLW = 0 to nom do 
begin 
q = 0; if inLW <j then MERGE(i~.ioldJ.s.q); 
if q < k+1 then [EXTEND(inewj.q); io/d = inew; Ao/d =Anew; S = q;l 
if q < k+ 1 then print(inew.Ao/d); 





while (q < k+l) and (j-inew < m) do 
begin 





s = I; i = i_; 
while i~AolJS] and q~k do 
begin 
1 = LCA(T J-i_J-iold); 
be&in-case 
I. i+I<AoiJs): q = q+l; ArwJq) =i+l; i = i+I+I; 
2. i+I=AoUIs/: if tfAolJsJ] _p[i-t_+l) then (q = q+l; ArwJq) = Ao/d[sj] 
i =AoUIs/+1; s =S+I; 
3. i+I>AoiiIs): q = q+l; ArwJq/=AoI"S/; 1= AoitJs/+l; s =s+l .. 
end-cue 
end 
while qSk do 
beain 
1 = LeA(/' .J';,...,.J.;~ 







have q mismatching positions. Then, .4.old[S] can be used to locate the q + 1 - st 
mismatch. i.e. the first mismatch between suffixes trio j] and p[i - i
new
. j - i
new
]. 
Let I = LC.4.(Tpattern, i - inew , i - i01d ) and notice that i :S .4.old[S]. The following 
three cases may arise: 
1. i ~ I ~ .4.~/d[S]. By noting t~at :4.ol d[S] is the first mismatch between t[i,j] and 
p[l-lold,) -loldJ and that P[t-z new +/J =1= p[i - iold +/J, with p[i -i new , i - i new + 
1-1] = p[i - iold, i - iold + 1- 1], we can conclude that t[i + 1] =1= p[i - i new + l]. 
Thus, i + I can be stored in Anew[q + 1] and AOld[S] is still usable to detect 
mismatches (and we do not change s). 
2. i+l = A01d[SJ. An analysis similar to (1) shows that t[Aold[S]] must be compared 
with p[i - inew + I). AOld[S] is stored in Anew[q + I], if there is a mismatch. 
In any case, we increment s (Aold[S] is useless from now on) and we continue 
looking for mismatches starting at i = AOld[S] + 1. 
3. i + 1 > AOld[S], An analysis similar to (1) and (2) shows that t[Aold[S]] =1= 
p[Aold[S]- i new ]. Thus, AO/d[S] can be stored in .4.new [q + IJ and we increment 
S (Aold[S] is useless from now on). 
Assume now that Q :S k mismatches have been detected at the time Aold[S] 
becomes useless. If Aold[S] < }, we still have to compare t[Ao/d[S] + l,jJ with 
P[Ao/d[S]- inew + I,} - i new ]. Observing that t[Aold[S] + I,}] matches a suffix of 
p[O,} - iold], this can be efficiently done by using Tpcsttern and the LeA algorithm 
(second while loop in Procedure MERGE). 
As soon as it is guaranteed that only Q ~ k mismatches exist between t[inew , jj 
and p[O,j - i new ], it can be directly checked whether t[j + l,inew + m - 1] and 
p[j - i new + 1, m - 1] have at most k - Q mismatching positions (Procedure 
EXTEND). In such a case i ne ", is an occurrence of the pattern in the text. 
The performance of algorithm SMI is evaluated as follows. Procedure EX-
TEND scans each character of the text at most once contributing O( n) time. 
On the other hand, Procedure MERGE takes time proportional to the size of 
A.old + Anew, that is at most 2k + 2. Since it can be called at most O(n) times, 
Procedure MERGE contributes O(kn) time. The construction of the suffix tree 
Tpcstlern takes O(mlogm). Thus, the total time is O(mlogm + kn). The space 
required by the algorithm is Oem + k) = O(m). 
We can obtain a more compact version of algorithm SMI by resorting to one 
of the preprocessing algorithms presented in Section 3. Indeed, assume that we 
can compute Pre/iz( i, j) in constant time. Then, we can find the first ( leftmost) 
mismatch between prO, m - 1] and t[i, i + m - 1] in 0(1) time. If we keep track of 
where this mismatch occurs, say at position I of pattern, we can locate the second 
mismatch, in 0(1) time, by finding the leftmost mismatch between p[l + 1, m - 1] 
and t[i + I + 1, i + m - 1]. In general. the q-th mismatch between p[O, m - 1] and 
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t[ i. i + m - 1) can be found in O( 1) time by kno\"'ing the location of the (q - 1)-
th mismatch. Algorithm SM2, reported in Fig. -1. is based on the method just 
outlined. 
The time complexity of algorithm SM2 is obviously O(nk). since the innermost 
while loop takes O( k) time. Accounting for the preprocessing phase, we obtain the 
time bound of O(nk + (n + m)logm). The space required by algorithm·SM2 is 
O(n + m). 
For alphabets of fixed size, the main advantage of SM2 with respect to SMI is 
its simplicity of the analysis of the text that yields a speed-up of the same phase in 
SMl. This result is obtained at the expense of a slight increase in the complexity of 
the preprocessing phase. However, both algorithms have the same asymptotic time 
performance of O(nk + in). For general alphabets, such an advantage is preserved 
provided that k> logm. Otherwise, SMI performs better than SM2. 
There are also some heuristics that might speed up the identification of an 
occurrence of the pattern in the text with at most k mismatches. For instance, we 
can identify all distinct substrings of length m of the text by means of the suffix tree 
Ttert • Let s ~ n be the number of such distinct substrings. Then, we can identify 
the first k mismatches between a distinct substring t[i, i + m - 1) and pattern in 
O( k) time. In this way, we can find all occurrences of the pattern in the text in 
O(sk) time. 
We now present two efficient parallel algorithms for string matching with k 
mismatches devised by [GG86b]. One algorithm, referred to 88 PMl, is a parallel 
implementation of Schonhage and Strassen integer multiplication algorithm adapted 
to compute the Hamming distances between a binary pattern and its potential 
occurrences in a binary text. Such an algori thm uses O( nq log m log log n) processors 
and it takes O(log n) time, where q = min( 0', m). We remark that the use of fast 
integer multiplication algorithms to efficiently solve a wide class of string matching 
problems is not new [FP74] (see also [HM85]), and we discuss PM! for the sake of 
completeness. 
The other algorithm, referred to 88 PM2, 88signs lJ: processors to each position 
of the text and then it locates (up to) 1:+1 mismatches between the pattern and 
such a substring of the text. It consists of two major steps: (a) preprocessing of the 
pattern and the text and (b) finding all occurrences of the pattern in the text with 
k · tch S (b) be' I ed" O( los(m/kllosk )b at most IIllSIIl& es. tep can Imp ement III time los los m+los los k y 
using O( nk) processors. The preprocessing step can be implemented by means of 
either PPI or PP2 reported in Section 3.2 . 
We remark that the k mismatches problem can also be solved by the parallel 
algorithm for the k differences problem reported in Section 4.2. As it is shown 
later, that algorithm runs in O(k + logm) time with n processors. Thus, for the 
special case of string matching with k mismatches, its performance is comparable 




for i = I to n-I do 
begin 
pI := i; v := I .. nms := 0 
**initially t{U+m-I' is aligned wirIip{O.m-l '** 
··and no mismatch has been found·· 
while v < m and nmsSk do 
begin 
··find leftmost mismatch between t{pt,pt+m-l, and·· 
··p{v.m-l,·· 
Ll := PREFlX(pt,v;) 
**tf.pt+/l] ~p(v+/l] is leftmost mismatch·· 
ifv+// < m then nms:= nms+l; 
pt := pt+//+ I .. v := v+//+l; 
end 






Assume that text and pattern are binary strings. Algorithm PMl finds 
the oc~urre~ces of pattern in text with at most k mismatches by computing the 
Hammmg dl~t~nce H between pattern and t[i, i + m - I]. ° ~ i ~ n - m. If 
H(pattern, t[l" + m - 1]) ~ k then i is an occurrence of the pattern in the text. 
The Hamming distance between two binary strings a and b of length m is given 
by 
m-l 
H(a, b) = L aU] e bU]. 
}=o 
Let br = b[m - 1,0]. Since aU] EB b[j] = (afj]bfj]) + (afj]bfjJ), H(a,b) can be 
rewritten as 
m-l m-l 
H(a, b) = L (afj]br[m - j]) + L (afj]br[m - j]). 
j=O j=O 
E(a,b) can be computed by first inserting logm D's between each bit of a and 
each bit of b thus obtaini~wo strings a' and b' of length m(log m + 1) each. 
Then. the products c = a'{b')" and d = a'(b't are computed. Finally, H(a,b) is 
given by the sum of the two binary numbers C(m-l)(logm+l)+logm,,,C(m-l)(logm+l) 
and d(m-l)(logm+l)+logm .•• d(m-l)(logm+l) extracted from c and d, respectively. The 
role of the blocks of D's is to separate the result from the other carries. 
The above method can be easily extended to compute concurrently 
H(pattern, t[i, i + m - 1]), for all i, 0 ~ i $ n - m. Indeed, both the text and 
the pattern are transformed into strings text' of length n(log m + 1) and pattern' 
of length m(logm + 1). Then, the products 
c = (text')«pattern')") and d = (texf)«pattern't) are computed. Now, 
H(pattern, t[i, i+m-l]) = Ci+dj, wherecj = C(m-l+i+l)(logm+l)-l",C(m-l+i)(logm+l)l 
and di = d(m-l+i+l)(logm+l)-l ... d(m-I+i)(lolrn+l)' 
It has been shown in [GP83] that a panillel integer multiplication of two s-bit 
numbers can be performed in time O(log.s) with O(.s log log.s) processors. Thus, 
parallel string matclllng with c mismatches can be performed in time O(log n) with 
O( n log m log l~ n) processors provided that the input alphabet is binary. If the 
size a of the input alphabet is greater than two then each character can be repre-
sented by q = min(a, m) bits, i.e. the i-th character is represented by a bit vector 
with the i-th bit set to 1 and the remaining ones set to O. Thus, the performance 
of algorithm PMl is O(logn) time with O(nqlogmloglogn) processors. Notice 
that the time bound of PMl has been obtained by assuming the bitwise com-
putational model [AHU74]. A sequential implementation of PMl would yield an 
O( nq log n log m log log n) algorithm for the Ie mismatches problem. This sequential 
algorithm is better than 5Ml and 5M2 when the size of the alphabet is small and 
k is very large. 
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Algorithm PlVI2 is composed of two major steps: 
1. Preprocessing of the pattern and the text. 
2. Detection of all occurrences of the pattern in the text with at most k mis-
matches. 
As it has been shown earlier, a basic operation in pattern matching algo-
rithms with k mismatches is the detection of the leftmost mismatch between any 
suffix of the text and any suffix of the pattern. In what follows. we denote by 
FIND-MISMATCH(i,j) a function that gives the text position of the leftmost mis-
match between t[i,n -lJ and p[O,m -lJ. FIND-MISMATCH(i,j) is equal to 
i + Prefix(i,j). Thus, it can be computed in constant time provided that the 
preprocessing algorithm is either PPl or PP2. 
In order to test whether an occurrence of the pattern starts at position i of the 
text (Procedure OCCURRENCE in Fig. 5) 2k processors are used to detect (up 
to k+1) mismatches between t[i, i+m-1] and prO, m-1J. Processors may be active 
or idle depending on whether or not they are assigned to a substring of t[i, i +m -1]. 
Each active processor is assigned to a substring t[i + j, i + s], ° ~ j ~ s ~ m - 1 of 
the text and its task is to find up to the first logk (without loss of generality k = 2') 
mismatches between such a substring and p{j, s] ( Procedure MISMATCH). We 
remark that the union of the strings assigned to the active processors need not be a 
contiguous substring of the text. As soon as an active processor completes its task, 
it can be in one of two states: busy or free. 
A processor, assigned to t[i + j, i +s J, is in the bwy state if it detects the log k-th 
mismatch in a position q - 1 < i + s. That is, substring t[q, i + sJ has not been 
processed yet and it must be tested for possible mismatches. Otherwise, a processor 
is free. A busy processor reports the end points (q,,,) of the substring that remains 
to be tested. 
As soon as active processors finish their task, the number of mismatches found 
so far is updated by means of a pa.ra.llel addition performed. by the active processors. 
Then, the 2k processors are again assigned to substrings of t[i, i+m-1] that have not 
been processed yet and each processor performs its task on the given substring. We 
remark that, at this stage, some processors may turn out to be idle. 'When such an \ 
assignment tabe place we say that a new iteration is started. Initially, t[i, i + m - 1] 
is divided into c contiguous substrings of length at least l mJ k J and at most r mJ k 1· 
Then, k processor are &B8igned to each one of such strings. Subsequently, processors 
are assigned to strings of almost the same length as follows. 
Assume that at the end of iteration j, c processors report that substrings 
x" Xl, ... , Xc, with endpoints (ql, '" ) ... (qc, "e), of t[i, i + m - 1] remain to be tested. 
~ otice that c < 10:.' since each of these processors found log k mismatches. Let 
z = L:~=l Zj, Zj = Sj - qi + 1. We assign Vi = r ~ 1 processors to substrings Xi. ~he 
Vi processors can be assigned to substrings Xi, for all i, 1 ~ i ~-= < k, by sorting 





"'v is equal to the number of mismatches found so far*-
panition t[i.i+m-l j in Ie contiguous strings of roughly 
the same lenght and assign them to k processors 
while v~1e and (number active processors) > 0 do 
begin 
foreach active processor q pardo MISMA TCH(q); 
update v; 
if v~1e then assign substring not processed to processors; 
else stop; 
end 
ifvSk then print "position i is an occurrence of the pattern in the text" 
end {OCCURRENCE} 
Procedure MISMA TCH(q) 
--assume that string t[i+j.i+sj has been assigned to processor q 
begin 
vv :=0; fret := false; tp := i+j; pp := j; mp := 0; 
.*tp and pp denote current text and pattern positions, respectively,·· 
**mp denotes a mismatching position in the teXL·· 




mp < i+,r: vv:= vv+l; 
mp = i+,r: vv::a vv+l:Jne:= lTIlt: 
mp> i+1 : Jne :2 tnI.e; 
end-a. 




Procedures OCCURRENCE and MlSMA TCH of algorithm PMl 
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are active and each active processor is assigned to a substring of length at most 
r ~l < !. Vi - k' 
It is worth to point out that, whenever z < 2k. the string matching process for 
position i of the text is concluded as soon as active processors complete their task. 
This process for position i of the text is also concluded as soon as the total number 
of mismatches detected exceedes k. 
Procedures OCCURRENCE(i) and MISMATCH implement the algo-
rithm outlined above for the detection of an occurrence of the pattern in the text 
at position i. 
The time complexity of Procedure OCCURRENCE(i) can be derived as 
follows. Each iteration of the while loop in Procedure OCCURRENCE(i) 
takes O(1ogk) time. Indeed, a call to Procedure MISMATCH takes O(logk) 
time since it finds up to log k mismatches by using function FIND-MISMATCH. 
The operation update v is a parallel addition of all the mismatches found during 
the current iteration and thus it can be performed in O(log k) time by 2k processors. 
Finally, the assignment of processors to substrings takes O(1ogk) since it essentially 
reduces to sorting at m08t lo:k triples [C86]. 
The number of iterations sufficient to test whether t[i, i+m-l] is an occurrence 
of the pattern with at m08t k mismatches can be derived as follows. 
Let ki and Ii be the total number of mismatches found and the total length of 
the substrings that remain to be processed, respectively, when iteration i is started. 
Initially 10 = m and ko = O. Let (lik be the number of busy processors after 
iteration i. Then, at completion of such iteration, ki+l ~ ki + aik log k since at 
least aik log k mismatches have been found. Moreover, li+l ~ oil'; = ailj since 
each active processor is assigned to a string of length at m08t ~ at the start of 
iteration i and at least aik log k mismatches have been found during that iteration. 
The algorithm halts when either Ii ~ 2k or ki > k. Thus, the maximum number of 
iterations is given by the mazimal 3 such that: 
, 
2: (lJklogk ~ k 
;=1 
Now, the mazimtll3 is achieved when all the a/s are equal, that is aj = 'I~g" 
. h 1015(m/k) 
Thus, we obtam t at s :::::: 10151015(m/k)+loI5I0I5k' 
( lo~~mlk) 1015 k ) Hence, Procedure OCCURRENCE takes 0 1015 '09 m/k)+loslosk • 
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It follows from the analysis of Procedure OCCURRENCE that the overall 
time complexity of algorithm PM2 is 
log(m/k)logk. . 
O( 1 III k + tzme preprocessmg) 
og ogm + og og 
where time preprocessing can be either O(log m) (PP2 ) or O(log n) (PM! ). The 
number of processors needed is O( nk), . 
Algorithm PM2 has a very good time performance for random strings. Indeed, 
consider the following restricted version of PM2. We define a processor to be free 
if and only if it finds at most 1 mismatch in the string assigned to it. Obviously, at 
any stage, there cannot be more than f busy processors. 
Letting q ~ 1/2 be the probability of a mismatch we find that the probability 
of a processor being free after the first step is q(m/Ic)-l. Thus, the average number 
of free processors after the first step is kq(m/Ic)-l which is less than k/2 for k ~ m/2. 
Hence, after the first step, the number of busy processors is larger than k/2 on the 
avarage. This immediately establishes an O(log k) time bound for the algorithm. 
A comparison of the performances of PM! and PM2 is in order. 
Algorithm PMl guarantees a good time performance irrespective of the order 
of magnitude of k. However, it has two major drawbacks: the number of processors 
depends linearly on q, and thus on the alphabet size, and the constant hidden in the 
big-O notation is quite large. Moreover, its worst case time bound is achieved by any 
instance of the problem. The worst case time bound of PM2 is O(log m) whenever 
C d han (IOIlt1 m ) k = O( log m) or k 2: log": m' C constant, an is never worse t 0 10 log m • ~loreover, its time performance depends on the input strings and thus pteh may 
behave better than its worst case time bound. The major drawback of PM2 is that 
if k ::::: m it uses essentially the same number of processors as the naive algorithm 
achieving the same time performance . 
... £ String Matching Algorithm,., with k Differences 
In this section we coW!ider the following problem: 
Given strings text = t[l, nl, pattern = p(I, m] and an integer k, k ~ m, find all 
occurrences of pattern in text with at moet Ie differences. Three different kinds of 
differences are allowed: 
(a) A symbol of the pattern corresponds to a different symbol of the text. 
(b) A symbol of the pattern corresponds to no symbol in the text. 
(c) A symbol of the text corresponds to no symbol in the pattern. 
As stated in Section 1.. differences (a)-(c) can be restated in terms of edit 
operations. Indeed, a difference of type (a), i.e. p[i] # t[j], can be thought of as a 
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s~bstitution of a character (p[m of the pattern with a character of the text (tUD. a 
difference of type (b) can be thought of as a deletion of a character from the pattern 
and a difference of type (c) can be thought of as an insertion of a character in the 
pattern. 
\Ve present five serial algorithms that efficiently find all occurrences of pattern 
in text with k differences. Those algorithms, referred to as 501, 502. 503. 504 
and SD5. are based on algorithms for the computation of the edit distance between 
two strings [FW7 4. UKK83] and they allow all three differences (a )-( c). We also 
consider a special case of string matching with k differences where differences of 
type (a) are not allowed. 
The first algorithm that we consider. 501, has been independently discovered 
and published by many researchers working in various areas of science. This re-
markable history is reported in [L86]. SOl computes a (m + 1) x (n + 1) matrix A 
according to the following recurrence relation: 
Ao,i = 0, 0 $ j < n, Ai,o = i, 0 $ i < m . 
. 4i,j = min(.4i-l,j + 1, Ai,j-l + 1, if p[i] = tU] then Ai-I,i-I else Ai-l,i-l + 1). 
Matrix A can be computed row by row, or column by column, in O(nm) time. 
It can be easily shown that Ai,i is the minimal distance between p[l, i] and 
a substring of text ending at position j of text. Thus, it follows that there is an 
occurrence of the pattern in the text ending at position j of the text if and only if 
Am,) $ Ie. 
In what follows we refer to matrix A as the edit di"tance matrix between strings 
pattern and text. 
5Dl can be improved by observing that, for any i and j, either Ai+l,j+1 = Ai,j 
or o4.i+1.j+1 = Ai,j + 1. That is, the elements along any diagonal of A form a non-
decreasing sequence of integers. Thus, the computation of A can be performed by 
finding, for all diagonals, the rows in which Ai+I,i+l = Ai,i + 1 $ Ie. Such an 
observation wu exploited by [UKK83] in order to obtain a space efficient algorithm 
for the computation of the edit distance between two strings. Recently, Landau 
and Vishkin [LV86] cleverly extended the method by [UKK83] to obtain efficient 
algorithms, here referred to as SD2 and SD3, that handle the more general problem 
of string matching with k differences. They also derived preprocessing algorithms 
that are critical for the efficiency of SD2 and SD3. We start by reviewing the 
algorithm by [UKK83] for the computation of the edit distance between two strings 
since both SD2 and SD3 are extensions of it. 
Consider strings y = y[l, mJ and x = x[l, m + Ie] and consider an (m + 1) x 
(m + Ie + 1) matrix B defined analogously to matrix A except for the following initial 
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conditions: 
Bo,] = j, 0 ~ j ~ m + k. B,o = i, 0 < i < m. 
, - -
Let a diagonal d of the matrix consists of all the Bi.)·S such that j - i = d. 
Assume that we are interested in testing whether y is at distance at most k from 
x. This can be done by computing the elements of B along diagonal d, d = -k . .... k. 
Actually, for a given diagonal d and a number of differences e ~ k. we compute the 
largest row i of B such that Bi,i = e and d = j - i. 
Formally, let Ld,e denote the largest row i such that Bi,i = e and j - i = d. 
The definition of Ld,e implies that e is the minimal number of differences between 
Y[I, Ld,e] and x[l, Ld,e + dj, with y[Ld,e + I] ¥: X[Ld,e + d + I]. In order to test 
whether y is at distance at most k from x we need to compute the values of Ld,e 
that satisfy e ~ k. 
Assuming that Ld+l,e-l, Ld-l,e-l and Ld,e-l have been correctly computed. 
Ld,e is computed as follows. Let row = maX(Ld+I,e-1 + 1, Ld-I,e-I, Ld,e-l + 1) and 
let j be the largest integer such that y[row+ 1, row + j] = x[d+row+ 1, d+row+ j]. 
Then, Ld,e = row + j. The correctness of the computation of Ld,e is derived by 
induction on e and the recursion satisfied by the elements of matrix B. 
Let c = row + j be the computed value of Ld,e' From the correctness of 
Ld',e-I, for d' E {d - l,d,d + I} and the recursive definition of B, it follows that 
BroUJ,roUJ+d = e, Brow+i,rolll+i+d = e for i = 1, ... , c - row, and B c+ 1,c+l+d > e. 
Hence c = Ld,e' 
Procedure EDIT DISTANCE in Fig. 6 is an implementation of such a 
method for the computation of B. As it is easily seen, its time complexity is 
O(km) and it requires O(kl) space. 
Algorithm 502, devised by [LV85a], tests, in increasing order, all positions 
of the text in order to locate all occurrences of the pattern in the text with at 
most k differencel. The preprocessing algorithm associated with 502 consists of 
the construction of the suffix tree T,.ueNa, the suffix tree of the pattern, and of its 
modification to support the LC A algorithm. 
502 performs n-m+k+1 iterations. During iteration i ,position i+l is tested 
by computing, &II outlined above, the elements along diagonal d, d = -k, ... , k, of 
matrix B for strings 'J = pattern and x = t[i + 1, i + m + k + 1]. The computation 
of such elements of B is sped up by using information about which substrings of 
the pattern matched which substrings of the text during previous iterations. In 
order to see how this speed up is accomplished, let j be the rightmost position of 
the text reached at an iteration prior to the i-tho Let r < i be the first iteration in 
which position j was reached. That is, when the algorithm tested position r + 1 it 
inspected t[r + I,i] and, since then, no character of the text beyond t[j] has been 
inspected. 
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Xotice that t[r + 1, j] is at distance at most k + 1 from a prefix p[I. l] of the 
pattern. Thus, p[I,l] can be transformed into t[r + l,j] by means of a sequence 
of at most k + 1 insert. delete and substitution operations. Such a sequence of 
operations establishes a correspondence between substrings of p[I, lJ and t[r + 1. j]. 
This correspondence is such that there are at most k + 1 successive substrings of 
t[I. j] that match at most k + 1 substrings of p[l, i] and there are at most k + 1 
characters of t[l, iJ that do not match characters of p[1.i] in specific positions. We 
encode this correspondence by means of a set 5 of at most 2k + 2 triples. A triple 
(q,c.j) E 5 ifsubstringt[q+I,q+fJ matches substring p[c+1. c+f]. In particular. 
(q, 0, 0) E 5 if t[q + 1J does not match a specific character of p[l, iJ. We later show 
how 5 can be computed. 
Iteration i of SD2 consists of Procedure EDIT DISTANCE modified in 
order to exploit the information contained in 5 for the computation of Ld,e' Recall 
that, given row = max(Ld+I,e_1 + 1. Ld-I.e-I. Ld,e-I + 1), Ld,e can be computed 
by finding the leftmost mismatch between p[row + 1, mJ and t[i + row + d + 1, nJ. 
We next show how SD2 computes a single Ld,e' 
As long as i + row + d + 1 ~ j, SD2 performs the following. It extracts from 5 
a triple (q, c,J) such that q ~ i + row + d ~ q + f. This operation can be performed 
in 0(1) time [LVS5aJ. Then, two cases are considered: 
1 . f > O. Prefix(c + 1,row + 1) is computed. Let 9 be its value. We now 
know that p[row + 1, row + gl matches p[c+ 1, c + gJ and that p[c+ 1, c+ f] matches 
t[i + row + d + 1, i + row + d + fl. The algorithm sets variable row equal to 
row + min(j, g). If f =f: g, the mismatch we are looking for has been found and Ld,e 
can be set equal to row + min(j, g). On the other hand, if f = 9 no mismatch has 
been found and the process for the computation of Ld,e must continue. 
2 . f = O. If t[i + row + d + 1] =f: p{row + 11, the mismatch we are looking for 
has been found and L~.e C&Il be set equal to row. If t[i + row + d + 1] = p[row + 1], 
no mismatch has been found and the process for the computation of Ld,e must 
continue. Variable row is set equal to row + 1. 
As soon as i + row +d+ 1 > i, SD2 cannot use 5 any more for the computation 
of Ld,e' Thus, it directly compares t[i + row + d + 1] vs. p[row + 1] incrementing 
row by 1 for each match. When a mismatch is found, Ld,e is set equal to row. 
At the end of iteration i, the triples in 5 may become useless if characters of 
the text beyond t(j] have been inspected and a new set of triples must be computed. 
In order to efficiently compute the new set of triples 5 when there is need to, we 
maintain a sequence of triples 5d" for each Ld,e during itaration i. Initially, each 
5d,e is empty. Now assume that we have to compute the value of Ld,e based on 
the values of Ld-l.e-l, L~,e-l and Ld+I,c-l. Then, we can compute 5d,e based on 
5d-l,e-l. 5d,e-l and 54+l.e-l. Indeed, when the computation of Ld,e is started, 
5d,e is set equal to 59,,. , where L9 ,,. achieves the maximum in the expression 





for i = 0 to n-m+k do 
begin 
initialization as in Procedure EDIT DISTANCE 
for e = 0 to k do 
begin 
for d = -e to e do 
begin 
Label: 
row:= max(Ld.e_J+l Ld-J.e-1Ld+J.e-J +1); 
while i+row+d+ 1 !!.j do 
begin 
extracrjrom S a triple (q,c!J such'thar q!!.i+row+d+l !!.q+f, 
begin<ase 
1.ji! 1: row:= row+min(f.PREFlX(c+I,row+l)) 
itf~PREFlX(c+l,row+l) then goto Label: 
2/=0: it r[i+row+d+l/ = p[row+lJ then row:= row+l: 
else golo Label; 
end-case 
end 
whilep[row+lJ = t{row+d+lJ do row:= row+l: 
Ld.e:= row; 
it Ld.e = m then Prlnt"posilioll i+li.r an occurrtnct oftht parttrll in the text"; 
end 
end 






S9,h, If(g,h) = (d -I,e - 1}.or (d,e - I), the triple (i + r + d -1.0,0) is added 
to Sd,e meaning that for t[i + r + dJ there is no match in the pattern. \Vhen Ld,e 
has been computed and its · ..;alue is greater that r, the triple (i + r + d, r. Ld.e) is 
added to Sd,e meaning that there is a match between t[i + r + d + 1. i + Ld,e + d] 
and p[r + 1. Ld,e]. At the end of iteration i, we check which of the 2k + 1 sequences 
Sd,k reached the rightmost character in the text. If the index of this character is 
greater than j we take its sequence of triples as the new set S. 
Procedure SD2 reported in Fig. 7 is an implementation of the method just 
presented. Its time complexity can be established as follows. Observe that SD2 
maintains 2k + 1 diagonals at any time during the text analysis. For each of these 
diagonals, we may need to inspect a new character of the text when S becomes 
useless for that diagonaL Thus, SD2 performs a total of n(2k + 1) character com-
parisons. This accounts for the cost of all character comparisons in all iterations, 
However, during iteration i, SD2 also uses S to maintain the 2k + 1 diagonals. For 
each one of those diagonals, we may charge each operation performed to either a 
difference being discovered or to an element of S being examined. Since there can 
be at most k + 1 differences to be discovered and at most 2k + 2 triples to be exam-
ined, we have a cost of O( k) per diagonal. Thus, the total cost of the text analysis 
performed by SD2 is 0(nk2) since there are 2k + 1 diagonals and n - m + k + 1 
iterations. Accounting for the preprocessing phase, we obtain a 0(nk2 + m logm) 
time bound for SD2. 
Algorithm SD3 [LV86] finds all occurrences of the pattern in the text with at 
most k differences by efficiently computing matrix A previously defined. The main 
feature of SD3 is that it discovers the positions of the text where an occurrence of 
the pattern ends. This should be contrasted with the approach followed by SD2. 
Recall that Ld.e denotes the largest row i of A such that Ai,j = e and i - i = d. 
The definition of Ld.e implies that e is the minimal number of differences between 
p[1. Ld,e] and the substrings of the text ending at t[Ld,e + dj, with p[Ld,£ + 1] 1= 
t[Ld,£ + d + IJ. In order to solve the k differences problem we need to compute the 
values of Ld.£ that satisfy e $ k. 
Assuming that Ld+l,e-ll Ld-l.e-I and Ld.e-I have been correctly computed, 
Ld,e is computed as follows. Let row = max(Ld+l,e-1 + 1. Ld-l,e-l, Ld,£-l + 1) and 
let) be the largest integer such that p[row + 1, row + jJ = tId + row + 1, d + row + il· 
Then, Ld,e = row + j. Once again, the corredness of such a computation can be 
easily shown. 
If one makes use of the preprocessing algorithms presented in Section 3,1, Ld,e 
can be computed in 0(1) time as follows: Ld,e = row+Prefix(row+ 1, row+d+ 1). 
Procedure SD3 in Fig. 8 is a formalization of the ideas outlined above. Its 
time performance is O( nk + (n + m) log m), where the term (n + m) log m accounts 
for the preprocessing. The space complerity of SD3 is O(n + m). 
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We remark that. based on SD3, one can obtain an algorithm for the k dif-
ferences problem that has the same time complexity of SD3 but uses only O(m) 
space. Such an algorith may be relevant for practical purposes. In what follows we 
briefly outline this space efficient algorithm. 
Let the preprocessing step consist of the computation of Tpatt~rn and of the 
automata F(pattern) and F(patternr) introduced in Section 3. Assume that 
the text has been divided in Ln/m J parts chunko, chunk l , ... , chunkln/mJ-l where 
chunkq = text[mq+1.mq+3m-1]. Eachchunkq , 0 ~ q < Ln/mJ isprocessedsep-
aratelyas follows: Table BEST - FIT for chunkq is computed and then algorithm 
S03 is applied to strings chunkq and pattern, chunkq being the text. Obviously, 
the time and space bounds are O( nk + (n + m) log m) and O( m), respectively. It 
should be noticed that this space efficient algorithm may detect more than once 
that an occurrence of pattern with at most k differences ends in the same position 
of the text. 
It is worth to point out that SD3 can be modified so that it can solve a 
version of the k differences problem more general than the one considered here. 
The generalization of the problem as well as the new algorithm are reported in 
[BLLP87]. 
A comparison of the time performances of SDl,SD2 and S03 is in order. 
S03 is faster than both SDI and S02 whenever the size of the alphabet is small. 
However, for k large, i.e. k = 8(m), SDI and S03 have the same time bound of 
O( nm). This is true irrespective of the size of the alphabet. When the size of the 
alphabet is large and Ie ~ v'log m, S02 is faster than S03. 
Algorithm S03 can be efficiently implemented on a PRAM. Indeed, assume 
that the preprocessing phase is implemented by means of algorithm PP2 presented 
in Section 3.2 . If we use n processOnl, the second for loop of procedure S03 can 
be executed in O( 1) time. Thus, a parallel implementation of S03 performs in time 
O( k + log m), where the term log m accounts for the preprocessing. This algorithm, 
due to [LV86], is so far the m06t efficient parallel algorithm for the Ie differences 
problem that uses only a linear number of processors. Notice that, for Ie > logm, 
the advantage of parallelism ia 106t. It is worth pointing out that the Ie differences 
problem ca.n be solved in O(log m log /e) time and O( /emn) space by /e 2mn processors. 
Indeed, let M(·) be a (mn) x (2k + 1) matrix such that M(·)[(i,j), I] is equal to the 
minimal number of differences between p{ i. i + 2· - 1] and t[j, j + 2· + I - 1], for 
1 ~ i ~ m, 1 $ j $ n, -Ie $ I $ k. In order to solve the Ie differences problem we 
need to compute .M(108 m) starting from M(O). Matrix M(O) can be easily computed 
in 0(1) time by /emn processors. Given M(·), M(Hl) can be computed in O(log/e) 
time with Pmn processors by computing each entry as follows: 
;\J(~+l)[(i, j), I] = nlln (Af(·)[(i, j), I'] + M(·)[(i + 2·, j + 2· + I'), I - I']). 
-k~I'9 
We assume that undefined entries ( when I - I' is out of ra.nge) are infinity. 
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Procedure EDIT DISTANCE 
begin 
for d = -(k+l) to (k+l) do 
begin 
Ld•1d I-2'=-; 
if d < 0 then Ld,Id-lf=ldl-l; 
end 
else Ld,/d-l r=-l; 
for e = 0 to Ie do 
begin 
for d = -e to e do 
begin 
r{1W:= max(L~_/+l Ld_/.e_/Ld+/.e_/+1); 
while y[r{1W+1j = x[r{1W+d+1J do r{1W := r{1W+1; 
L~:= row; 
if Ld04 = m then "PriJU Yes and Stop"; 
end 
end 
end {EDIT DISTANCE} 
Fieure6 
A spau efficieru algorithm for the computation of the edit distance between two mings 
Procedure SD3 
bqin 
for d = 0 to 11+1 do Ld._J :,. -1; 
for d ~ -(k+1) to -J do Ld..I~lr-;Ld..I~l r-ld-11: 
ror e = 0 to k do 
bqin 











Thus, we can find all occurrences of the pattern in the text with at most k 
differences in O(log m log k) time with k2mn processors. 
When the size of the alphabet is constant, the k differences problem can be 
solved in .O( l~;:n) tim.e b! using a ~riation of the al.gorithm by [MP80] for the 
computatIOn ot the edlt dlstance matnx A. between stnngs text and pattern. This 
algorithm. here referred to as SD4, follows a strategy analogous to the "four Rus-
sians algorithm" for the computation of the transitive closure of a directed graph 
[ADKF701. Algorithm SD4 is composed of two main parts. The first part is de-
voted to the computation of all possible (s + 1) x (s + 1) submatrices which can 
occurr in .4, for a suitably chosen parameter s. Then, the second part combines 
(s + 1) x (s + 1) submatrices to form A. The following observations establish a 
relationship between the first and second part of SD4. 
Let (i, j, s) denote a (s + 1) x (s + 1) submatrix of the edit distance 
matrix A whose upper left corner entry is (i, j). It is easy to prove 
that the values in an (i, j, s) submatrix depend solely by its initial vectors 
(Ai,i,04'i,i+I, ... ,Ai,i+.)i (Ai,i,A.i+l,i,···,Ai+',i) along with the two strings p[i + 
l,i + s] and t[j + l,j + sl_ Moreover, for each (i,j,s) submatrix, the algorithm 
needs to remember only its pair of final vectors (Ai+',i' Ai+',j+l, ... , Ai+',i+') and 
(Ai,i+" Ai+l,i+., ... , Ai+',i+.) for the computation of A. 
In order to compute all possible (i, j, s) subma.trices and their pair of final 
vectors, we need to enumerate all possible strings of length s over E and all possible 
pairs of initial vectors. However, the enumera.tion of all possible pairs of initial 
vectors can be uneconomical since the values in such vectors can be integers in the 
range [0, mI. 
An efficient approach to the computation of all possible (i,j,s) submatrices is 
the following. Let a step be a difference between any two horizontally or vertically 
adjacent matrix elements and let a -'tel' vector be a vector of steps. It is easily 
seen that an (i,j, s) submatrix may be determined by an initial value Ai,j and two 
initial step vectors (Ai,j+l -Ai,j, ... , Ai,J+' -Ai,j+.-d and (Ai+l,j-Ai,j, ... , Ai+.,j-
.4i+.-l,j) along with the two strings p{i + 1, i + "J and t[j + 1, j + sJ. Let (H, V, x, y) 
denote two initial step vectors ( H and V) and two strings of length s ( x and 
y). For each possible (H, V,z,y), the first part of algorithm SD4 computes two 
(s+1)x(s+l) step matrices and stores the resulting pair of final step vectors. Notice 
that the number of pairs of initial step vectors is O{3') since -1 ~ Ai,j - Ai-l,i ~ 1 
and -1 ~ Ai,j - Ai,j-l ~ 1. 
Given a pair of initial step vectors H = (ho.1,ho,l, ... , ho,,), -1 ~ ho,i ~ 1, and 
V = (Vl,O,Vl,O,""v.,o), -1 ~ Vi,O ~ -1, along with two strings z[l,sJ and y[l,sJ, 
we can obtain two (s + 1) x (s + 1) step matrices, one horizontal and the other 
vertical, by iteratively computing the following recurrence relations: 
hi,} = min(R r (i!,II(}] - Vi,}-i. hi-l,j - Vi,j-l + 1,1), 
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Vi,j = min(Rr(i],y[j] - hi-I.). 1, Vi,j-l - hi-I.) + 1), 
where Rr(i],lIU] = 0 if xli] = yU] and it is equal to 1 otherwise. 
The resulting pair of final step vectors is given by HI = (h~,I' h6 ,2, "', h.,.) and 
VI = (VI ••• V2, .. , •..• V ••• ). 
It can be shown [MP80] that the computation of the two step matrices. given 
(H, V. x, y), can be performed in 0(s2Iogs) time by assuming the logarithmic cost 
criterion for RAM [AHU74]. Such a computation must be performed for all quadru-
ples (H, V, x. y). Since there are 0(3') initial step vectors and 0(0") strings oflength 
s, it follows that the first part of algorithm SD4 takes 0(O"s2Iogs) = G(c'), for 
some constant c independent of s. 
The second part of algori thm 5 D4 puts together the (i, j, s) submatrices, gen-
erated by the first part of it, to form two edit matrices of steps P and Q. Then, the 
last row of matrix A can be easily computed. 
Each entry in P and Q is a vector of length s. P is a matrix of initial and final 
column step vectors of s by s sub matrices and Q is the corresponding matrix of 
row step vectors. Let FETCH(H, V,x,y) be an operation that returns the pair of 
final step vectors corresponding to the quadruple (H, V, x, y) and let SU M( vector) 
be a function that computes the sum of a vector's components. Without loss of 
generality, assume that s divides n and m. 
Initially, P(i,O) is set to (1,1, ... ,1), for 1 ~ i ~ ':" and Q(O,j) is set to 
(0,0, ... , 0), for 1 ~ i ~ ;-. These assignments render the boundary conditions 
Ai,O = i, 0 ~ i ~ m, Ao,} = 0, 0 ~ j ~ n, 
in terms of length s step vectons. For 1 ~ i ~ ':' and 1 ~ j ~ ;-, P(i,j) and Q(i,j) 
are computed as follows: 
[P(i,j), Q(i, j)1 = FETe H(P(i,j -1), Q(i-l, j),p[(i-l)s+l, isj, t[(j-l)s+l,js]). 
Once that we know matrices P and Q, we can easily compute the last row 
of matrix A. Indeed, Am,o = m and Am.i. = Am,(j-l). + SUM(Q( rr;, j», 
for 1 ~ j ~ ;-. Since Q(:', j) = (Am,{J-l).+l - Am,(j_l)., A m,(j_l).+2 -
Am,{J-l).+l, ... , Am,}. - Am,(i-l).+.-d and since we know Am,(j-l)., we can also 
compute .4.m,(j-l).+l, Am,(j-l).+l, ... , .4. rn ,(j-l).+.-l' 
It can be shown [MP80j that the second part of SD4 can be implemented in 
time O( "m(,:Slo! n» assuming the logarithmic cost criterion for RAM. If we choose 
j = llo&nJ, we obtain an O("m(.~lo!") +c·) = O(I~;'n) time bound for SD4. 
Obviously, when the size of the alphabet is constant and 10; n ~ k, SD4 is 
faster than any of the algorithms presented so far. 
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Algorithm SD5, devised by [GKK85]. constructs a finite automaton Mpatt,rra = 
(Q,r.,h.qo,F). where Q, h, qo and F denote the set of states, the transition func-
tion. the initial state and the set of final states. respectively. Such a construction is 
based on the a priori knowledge of pattern and of the largest allowed edit distance 
k. Then, any arbitrary string text can be scanned by lV[pattern and a final state 
is reached if and only if text contains a substring at edit distance at most k from 
pattern. The scanning process takes O( n) time. 
Intuitively. each state of Afpattern represents a possible column that may occur 
in matrix A .. Since the text is not known when A/pattern is constructed. the states 
of .Yfpattern must account for all possible configurations that matrix A can assume 
for any input text. 
Formally, each state of lvJpattern is an (m + I)-tuple of integers 5 = 
(So. 5\, ... , 5m ). A state 5 is final, i.e. 5 E F, if and only if 5m ~ k. The ini-
tial state qo is (0.1, ... , m). 
Starting from qo, the set of states Q, the transition function h and the set of 
final states F are computed as follows. 
Let NEW be a list of states computed so far and not processed yet. Initially, 
NEW = {qo}. 
A state S = (So, St. ... , 5 m ) is extracted from NEW and, for each a E E, a state 
5' = (Sb, 5~, .... 5:"') reachable from 5 by means of character a is obtained as follows: 
5b is set to zero and S; is set to min(5i_l +1, 5i+l, if p[i] = a then 5i-l else 5i - 1 + 
1). The transition h(S, a) is added to function h. If 5' is not already in Q, it is 
added to Q and NEW. Moreover, 5' is added to F if and only if 5:'" ~ k. 
It can be shown [UKK85] that Mpoltern can be constructed in O(mO'K) time, 
where K = min(3 m , 2A:0'A:mk+1 ). Obviously, such an algorithm is practical only 
when m and k are very small compared to the size of the text. 
The last algorithm that we consider deals with a variation of the k differences 
problem. Indeed. assume that differences of type (a), i.e. mismatches between 
characters, are not allowed. We are interested in finding all occurrences of pattern 
in text with at most It: differences of type (b) and (c) only. An efficient algorithm for 
the solution of this problem was devised by [MY86] and it is based on algorithms 
for the computation of the longest common subsequence between two strings (see 
[HI75,HS77,AG85]). In what follows we give a simplified version of the algorithm 
[~IY86]. 
First observe that a mismatch p[i] '1= tli] can be thought of as a deletion of a 
character (p[iJ) from the pattern and an insertion of a character (t(jl) in the pattern. 
Assuming that each deletion and insertion costs one (hence a mismatch costs two), 
the problem we are dealing with is the following: Find all substrings Xl, X2, ... , X. 
of text such that pattern can be transformed into Xi by means of a sequence of 
deletions and insertions whose cost is at most k. 
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A naive algorithm for th~ solution of this problem computes row by row. or 
column by column, a (m + 1) x (n + 1) cost matrix .4.' defined by the recurrence 
relation: 
t' . 0 < . < ' . 
·'1o,j = ). _ ) _ n, .4.;,0 = 2, 0 ~ i ~ m 
.4.~,j = min(A~_l.j + 1, .4~,j_l + 1, if p[i] = tU] then A~-l,j_l else A~-l.j-l + 2). 
Again. we can obtain an efficient algorithm for the computation of matrix A.' by 
observing that the elements on any diagonal d of A' form a nondecreasing sequence 
of integers such that either Ai+l,j+l = Ai,j or .4i+l,j+l = Ai,j + 2. 
Algorithm S03 can compute matrix .4.' provided that the computation of Ld,e 
is based on the knowledge of Ld+l,e-l, Ld-l,e-l and Ld,e-2. Obviously, the time 
bound is still D( nk + (n + m )log m). We remark that the algorithm reported in 
[MY86] has the same time bound of D( nk + (n + m) log m). We also notice that, 
,,:,hen the size of the alphabet is constant, S04 can compute matrix A' in D( I:;:) 
tlme. 
5. Concluding Remarks and Open Problems 
We considered serial and parallel algorithms for approximate string matching. 
The serial algorithms SMI and S03 are the ones that perform best by achieving 
a time bound of D( nle: + (n + m) log m). This time bound is quite good when k is 
small. However, in practical applications, k may be large, i.e. k = 8(m). In such a 
case, SMI and 503 perform in time O(nm). Thus, if we compare those algorithms 
with classic ones as SOl and 504, we see that no substantial progress has been 
made toward efficient algorithms for the case of Ie: large. 
The same critique applies to parallel algorithm PM! and to the parallel im-
plementation of 503. Thus, the problem of finding efficient parallel and serial 
approximate string matching algorithms for large Ie: is still open. 
As for preprocessing algorithms, we have that all the serial preprocessing algo-
rithms are optimal within a constant factor. When the size of the input alphabet 
is smail, this is no longer true for the parallel preprocessing algorithms. The source 
of inefficiency there is the construction of the suffix tree which requires O(log n) 
time, n processors and n 1+f, 0 < f ~ 1 space. Since such a data structure has 
many important applications in combinatorial algorithms on strings [A84j, it would 
be desirable to obtain a parallel algorithm for the construction of suffix trees that 
performs in O(log n) time with 10; n processors and O( n) space when the size of the 
input alphabet is small. 
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